
 

 
NJ TRANSIT  

 
BOARD OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE 

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA 
 

OPEN TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
 

 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2022 

1:30 PM 
VIA TELEPHONE 

 
 
TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC, BOARD MEMBERS, AND EMPLOYEES IN RESPONSE 
TO THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19), THE MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA 
TELEPHONE.   
 
The public can listen to the meetings by calling: 1-800-346-7359 Conference Entry Code: 
701939.  
 
1. PUBLIC COMMENT PRE-REGISTRATION: Members of the public who wish to 
provide comments on the agenda should use the “Submit public comments for an 
upcoming Board Committee Meeting” form on the website at: 
https://njtransit.secure.force.com/customerservice/site_app#/board_committee 
and indicate whether the comment is for the Board Operations and Customer Service 
Committee Meeting and/or the Board Administration Committee Meeting. 

  
2. The deadline to pre-register is 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, February 24, 2022. We 
recommend using Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Firefox, or Safari for the best 
experience.  
 
3. PUBLIC COMMENT PROCEDURES: On February 25, 2022, speakers may begin 
calling in to check in with the call proctor at 1:00 p.m. for the Board Operations and 
Customer Service Committee Meeting. Each speaker will have two (2) minutes to 
provide comments on the agenda. Those participants who pre-registered will be given 
priority in queue and have their comments taken first, followed by non-registered 
participants whose comments will be taken on a first-come-first-serve basis thereafter. 
Anyone joining the meeting will be on a “Music Hold” prior to the meeting. During the 
music hold, participants can press *1 to enter the queue to provide public comments. The 
toll-free phone number is 1-800-346-7359 and the Conference Entry Code is 701939.  
 
 



 
 

NJ TRANSIT BOARD  
OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE COMMITTEE MEETING 

OPEN TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2022 AT 1:30 P.M.  
VIA TELEPHONE 

 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON AGENDA (Two minutes per speaker) 
 
 
STAFF REPORTS                                    
 
OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE UPDATE 
PRESENTER: ANTHONY GRIECO 
DEPARTMENT: ANTHONY GRIECO, COMMUNICATIONS AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
 
COST OF SERVICE UPDATE 
PRESENTER: JEFFREY BERNSTEIN 
DEPARTMENT: WILLIAM VIQUEIRA, FINANCE 
 
COVID-19 TRAVEL SURVEY #5 RESULTS 
PRESENTER: SUSAN O’DONNELL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE UPDATE 



NJ TRANSIT Operations & Customer Service

January 2022
Trends, Analysis & Action



Rail Performance & Reliability January 2022

% Trains Reported Within 6 Minutes of Schedule



Rail Cancellations by Cause 



Rail Performance by Terminal & Time January 2022

% Trains Reported Within 6 Minutes of Schedule



Rail Trend Analysis January 2022

Trip – Annulled / Cancelled
For trip cancellation feedback, approximately two-thirds of the customer comments were for the Northeast Corridor, Morris & Essex Lines, and Montclair- Boonton Line. On January 19, 

Train 3706 was disabled near Penn Station New York. We dispatched a rescue train, but our efforts were delayed somewhat when a switch failure made the rescue, and operating service 

around the incident, even more complex. On January 27, there was an overhead wire issue at the entrance of Sunnyside Yard as well as a trespasser incident on the Montclair-Boonton 

Line which combined to cause multiple cancellations and delays. 

In addition to the service issues that resulted in cancellations, as reported last month, similar to agencies across the region and country, the NJ TRANSIT workforce was significantly 

impacted by the surge in COVID-19 cases in January (the height of the Omicron surge). This resulted in an increase in cancellations due to crew availability as seen in the earlier slide – up 

from 125 in December to 140 in January - compared to just 8 in November pre-surge.

Actions Taken:
• As was the case with Train 3706, we quickly move to rescue and move equipment and resume regular service. Unfortunately, in this instance, those efforts were impacted by the

switch failure.

• For January 27, we worked with Amtrak to rectify the wire issue and diverted trains to Hoboken to reduce congestion and cross-honored with PATH. For the trespasser incident, we

worked closely with first responders to investigate and then safely resume service as soon as possible to minimize customer impacts.

• For train cancellations and service suspensions we communicate with customers regarding individual trains as well as more broadly for train lines or multiple train lines in direct relation

to the service impacts and through all communication channels.

Trip - Delayed
Customer comments regarding delays were most prevalent for the Northeast Corridor and Morris and Essex Lines which  represented slightly less than half of those total comments.  In 

addition to the service impacts on January 19, weather-related delays were largely responsible for delays on January 7 and  January 29.  On January 31, a Conrail Signal failure near 

Newark caused multiple delays and customer comments.

Actions Taken:  
• We use a wide array of communication methods to provide service updates. For weather related delays, we communicate the impacts, as well as communicate proactively in advance 

and throughout a storm to ensure customers are updated and understand the potential for delays.

• In all instances, customers are advised of delays using all available tools including station and onboard announcements, text alerts, social media posts, email advisories, and web 

postings to keep customers updated on the status of service. 

• We work closely with our partner agencies such as Conrail for updates to keep customers informed as well as to resume regular service as quickly as possible. 

NJT Division Issue Customer Comments

Rail Hoboken Division

Trip - Annulled / Cancelled 33

Trip - Delayed 34

Rail Newark Division

Trip - Annulled / Cancelled 16

Trip - Delayed 48



Purchase of Additional Multilevel Rail Cars



Jonathan Kirby Recognized by Railway Age



Board Approves Jim Sincaglia’s Appointment To
Senior VP and General Manager of Rail Operations

James Sincaglia 



Rail: Social Media Highlights



Bus Performance & Reliability January 2022

% Buses Departing Major Terminals Within 6 Minutes of Schedule



Bus Trend Analysis January 2022

Trip - No Show
For the month of January, Trip – No Show comments were primarily related to operator availability. The challenges impacting the nation 
with regard to the competition for hiring CDL drivers was exacerbated by the COVID-19 surge, which peaked in January. At the height of 
the surge, nearly 1,000 of NJ TRANSIT’s 12,000 employees at one time were sidelined due to testing positive or quarantining. The 
majority of the comments were within the Central Division and for Ironbound and Orange garages, but the impacts were felt across all 
divisions and garages. 

Actions Taken: 
• We utilize every available customer communication channel to provide information to customers when their trip is impacted, including 

transit alerts, customized push notifications and via our mobile app and social media messaging. 
• We continue to work aggressively to recruit bus operators throughout the state including a $6,000 hiring bonus to persons with a CDL 

and a $3,000 hiring bonus for persons with a CDL permit. We are teaming with NJ MVC to expedite permitting as well as hosting
permit tests at our Ferry Street facility and conducting road tests. 

• In January, we used direct mail marketing to send 140,000 postcards to every CDL holder in the state to promote the opportunity for 
a career as a NJ TRANSIT Bus Operator, as well as the available hiring bonuses for those who qualify.

Trip - Delayed
Trip Delay feedback was mostly generated from and spread evenly across the Northern and Central Divisions. For PABT trips, from 
January 3 through 6 the lingering impacts of the COVID surge also caused delays. Impacts from snowstorms on January 7 and 14 also 
contributed to delays.  In the vicinity of Newark Penn Station, accidents, construction and road closures also caused delays.

Actions Taken: 
• In all instances we attempt to mitigate delays and their impact on customers by ensuring operators are apprised of road conditions, 

detours, and construction.
• Customers are advised of delays using a variety of channels including announcements, text alerts, social media posts, email 

advisories, and web postings.

NJT Division Issue Customer Comments

Bus - Northern Division Trip – No Show 55

Trip – Delayed 44

Bus - Central Division Trip – No Show 81

Trip – Delayed 43

Bus - Southern Division Trip – No Show 56

Trip – Delayed 9



Bus Operations Recruitment 



Old Bridge Transit Oriented Development Study



Northern Bus Garage Industry Forum (Virtual Event)
March 14, 2022 



Bus: Social Media Highlights



Light Rail Performance & Reliability January 2022

% Trains Reported Within 6 Minutes of Schedule



Light Rail Trend Analysis January 2022

Trip – Annulled / Cancelled
Nearly all feedback for trip cancellations was for the HBLR.  In January, like rail and bus, the COVID surge impacted the light rail workforce – most 

notably on the HBLR. On January 11, HBLR service was suspended between Van Vorst and Essex streets due to Jersey City Fire Department activity 

close to the tracks for approximately 20 minutes until the Fire Department cleared the area, and we could resume service 

Actions Taken:
• If service needs to be suspended due to police or fire department activity, we work closely with first responders to ensure their safety through an area

as well as the reopening and resumption of service as quickly as possible.

• In all instances, cancellation and suspensions are widely communicated using all available channels including station and on-board announcements,

as well as notifications to customers via social media, text, e-mail and push notifications through the mobile app until service is resumed.

Trip – Delayed
Most trip delay feedback in January was regarding service on the HBLR. On January 6, service was interrupted by NJ TRANSIT Police activity for an 

unresponsive passenger at the West Side Station. NJTPD removed the passenger and released the train for continued service, but it resulted in several 

delayed trips. On January 22, 29, and 30, HBLR service was impacted by Police activity with motor vehicles fouling the tracks at Marin Boulevard, Van 

Vorst Street, and Essex Street, respectively which resulted in service delays.

Actions Taken:
• When certain tracks are inaccessible, we provide as much service as possible on available tracks to continue operating, albeit with delays, until full

service can resume.

• Service delays are communicated utilizing the same channels as are used for service cancellations and suspensions so that customers are made

aware of the delays as well as any change in status on an ongoing basis for the duration of the event.

Light Rail Line Issue Customer Comments

Hudson Bergen Light Rail

Trip – Annulled / Cancelled 12

Trip - Delayed 7

RiverLINE Light Rail

Trip – Annulled / Cancelled 1

Trip - Delayed 1

Newark Light Rail

Trip – Annulled / Cancelled 1

Trip - Delayed 1



Light Rail Social Media Highlights: 
Service Impacts & Track Improvement Work



Access Link Performance & Reliability January 2022



Access Link Trend Analysis January 2022

Service Delays
There were 42 customer comments related to Service Delays. During January, we encountered service delays related to service suspensions on January 

3 and January 29, and delays on January 30, all due to inclement weather.  We continue to be impacted by staffing challenges in our Region 5 and 6 

service areas.  

Actions Taken:
• We utilize multiple communications methods to advise customers when their trip pick-up arrival is delayed including travel alerts and advisories, public

messaging, Access Link Social Media, and Access Link Online.

• Our recruiting efforts are ongoing. While staffing challenges remains a major concern in our Region 5 and 6 service areas, the expanded operator

recruitment efforts including increasing sign-on bonuses and offering referral bonuses seem to be making a positive impact and are being further

evaluated.

• The addition of runs during peak hours and improved Service Control training and monitoring are ongoing.

Region Employee Performance
There were 15 comments related to Region Employee Performance with the highest area of concern regarding interactions between the operators who 

work for our regional providers and customers.

Actions Taken: 

• Any driver found exhibiting rude behavior was addressed and retrained prior to returning to service. 

• For those operators that have repeat issues, we ensure the proper and progressive disciplinary measures are being taken to correct the behavior. 

Access Link Issue Customer Comments

Service Delays 42

Region Employee Performance 15



Access Link: Social Media Highlights



Customer Service

Average Speed of Answer & Percentage of Calls Answered



Commendations – January 2022

NJ TRANSIT received 64 commendations systemwide

This morning I was having the most difficult day at it was only 8 am. I had childcare issues due to 

COVID-19 closures at my son’s school, I was up at the crack of dawn working on an upcoming 

trial and rushed out the door almost missing the train to Penn Station out of Clifton. By the time I 

got on the train and sat down, I realized I had forgotten my mask to top everything off. Yet, 

Conductor Ivan Durant #502210 brightened my day with his uplifting and cheerful personality as 

well as above and beyond customer service. I had my sweater pulled over my face since as 

mentioned I had forgotten my mask, yet he was respectful and funny, while still doing his duty 

ensuring passengers were safe by inquiring about my lack of a mask. When I explained my 

situation, he went and provided me with a new mask for me to use during my commute that still 

involved the NYC Subway. His empathy for my situation while still doing his job and then helping 

resolve it is a testament to his person and a great example for employees within NJ TRANSIT. I 

cannot say how much I appreciated his demeanor and help this morning except my writing this 

commendation of his service. I hope you all will let him know how much his service means to 

regular everyday customers especially during this pandemic when we have to endure commutes 

again. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Black



Social Media Reach & Engagement January 2022



Student Pass Promotion 



Social Media Highlights: Informative Posts 



Social Media Highlights: Informative Posts 



Social Media Highlights: Informative Posts 



NJTPD Social Media Highlights



FY2021 Annual Report Released!
njtransit.com/2021AnnualReport



Press Releases January 2022

01-10-2022 - NJ TRANSIT MOVES TO IMPROVE TRENTON TRANSIT CENTER

01-10-2022 - MURPHY ADMINISTRATION AND NJ TRANSIT AWARD FIRST CONTRACT FOR NEWARK 

PENN STATION’S MODERNIZATION

01-10-2022 - NJ TRANSIT HONORED FOR OUTSTANDING WORK IN TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY

01-24-2022 - NJ TRANSIT EMPLOYEE RECEIVES DISTINGUISHED TRADE PUBLICATION AWARD

01-24-2022 - NJ TRANSIT CONTINUES POPULAR STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM

01-26-2022 - NJ TRANSIT AWARDED FEDERAL FUNDING FOR TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT 

PLANNING

01-28-2022 - NJ TRANSIT READIES FOR THE UPCOMING WINTER STORM

01-28-2022 - NJ TRANSIT SERVICE INFORMATION FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 29

01-29-2022 - NJ TRANSIT SERVICE UPDATE FOR SATURDAY, 1/29 and SUNDAY, 1/30



 COST OF SERVICE UPDATE 
 



Fiscal Year 2022, Period 07 Cost of Service 
Key Performance Indicators

Open Operations & Customer Service Committee Meeting
February 25, 2022

New Jersey Transit of Service KPIs, 



Cost of Service KPIs, January 2021
15% Farebox Recovery Systemwide
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COVID-19 TRAVEL SURVEY #5 RESULTS 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



COVID Travel Survey #5
Conducted October 25th to November 24, 2021

Survey Findings

NJ TRANSIT
Market Research 
February 2022



COVID TRAVEL Survey #5
Background Information 

• n

2

COVID Travel Survey #5 – October 25 – November 24, 2021 (before Omicron)

 Nearly 38,000 usable surveys were received

 Survey included questions about:

Travel before COVID – NJT mode and trip purpose used most often

Current travel, cleanliness, personal space and face coverings

Reason for not traveling by NJ TRANSIT

Return to work questions

Changes to home or work location since COVID

 Importance of factors in the decision to take NJ TRANSIT

Demographics Prior surveys were conducted during the following time periods: 
COVID Travel Survey #1 – April 8 – 19, 2020
COVID Travel Survey #2 – June 22 – July 3, 2020
COVID Travel Survey #3 – December 5 – 23, 2020
COVID Travel Survey #4 – June 8 -25, 2021



Percent of Customers Traveling at least once in the last 7 days
(by pre-COVID modes)

• n

3

Work Trips Non-Work Trips

 The percent of customers making at least one work trip since June 2021 has increased, with the greatest 

increases the New York markets.

 The percent of customers making non-work trips has remained consistent.

Note: the “mode” is the mode used by the customer before COVID



Percent of Customers Traveling by Mode

4

 The percent of customers traveling to work by the same NJ TRANSIT mode they used before COVID 

has increased for the NY bus and rail and Access Link markets and has remained the essentially the 

same for other local bus and light rail markets

Work Trips



Why Using a Different Mode than NJ TRANSIT
All Trip Purposes – Rail and Bus Customers

5

 Concerns about COVID, travel times and changes to job/work locations were the top reasons why 

respondents said they didn’t take the NJ TRANSIT mode they used before COVID



Cleanliness and PPE Vending Machines Satisfaction Scores
June and November 2021 compared to Before COVID (Fall 2019)

6

NJ TRANSIT Stations/Stops Onboard NJ TRANSIT Vehicles

 Customer’s satisfaction with cleanliness at NJ TRANSIT stations and stops and onboard NJ TRANSIT 

vehicles remains higher than before COVID

 Customer’s satisfaction with the PPE vending machines has decreased slightly since the June 2021 survey

PPE Vending Machines



On your last trip on NJ TRANSIT, about how many 
other customers were wearing face coverings on board and inside stations?

7

 Over 90 percent or 
more respondents 
said most, almost 
all, or all customers 
were wearing face 
coverings on all 
mode except for 
Light Rail



How easy has it been to maintain
a safe personal space when . . . ?

• n

8

Waiting at the Station/Stop

Riding on NJ TRANSIT Exiting the Station

Purchasing a Ticket



Return to the Office/Worksite – NY Markets
(Note: surveys were conducted in November 2021 – before the Omicron variant)

EMPLOYEE’s
Return to 

Work 
PREFERENCE

• n

9

 The preference for 

when NY Bus and 

Rail customers 

return to work 

responses are 

almost identical with 

23% wanting to 

return in Jan-March 

2022

 About 71% of the 

employers of NY 

Interstate customers 

& 75% of Rail 

customers 

employers have a 

January-March 2022 

return to work date

 50% have no set 

return to work date

BUS – NY Interstate RAIL

EMPLOYER’s 
set Return to 

Work Date

Base: customers that 
took NJT to Work 
before COVID and are 
working from 
home/remote

Base: customers that 
took NJT to Work 
before COVID and their 
employer set a return 
to work date

41% have set a return date

47% have no set return date

12% are not returning to the office

38% have set a return date

49% have no set return date

13% are not returning to the office



• n

10

# of Days at the Office/Worksite

Future # Days at 

Office/Worksite

 North and South Jersey 

Local Bus customer –

Almost 5 days a week

 NY Interstate Bus –

almost 4 days a week

 Rail – a little more than 3 

days a week

 Light Rail – nearly 4 days 

a week



• n

Why will you be riding less? 

11

Customers Not Riding – How often do you expect to ride when you 
return to NJ TRANSIT

Respondents: Customers that Have 
Not taken NJT in last 7 days

When your start riding NJ 
TRANSIT again, do you think 
you will ride more often, less 
often or about the same as 

before COVID?

Respondents: the 36% of customers that had not taken NJ TRANSIT in the last 7 days AND 
said they would ride less in the future



12

Importance of Factors in your Decision to Ride NJ TRANSIT

 The Top Factors are:

 On Time Performance 99% 

 Vehicles are Clean 98%

 Safe from Crime & 

Harassment 98%

 Travel Time 97%

 Morning & Evening Schedule 

95%



• n

13

How Safe Do You Consider Public Transportation?

 Nearly 70% of customers feel 

taking public transit is safe or 

very safe

 77% of customers feel working 

in an office is safe or very safe

 For most activities, the 

percentage of customers that 

felt they were safe has declined 

since the June 2021 survey; 

however, the percentages for 

taking public transit, working in 

an office and flying in a plane 

have remained the same 



Overall Satisfaction and Likelihood to Recommend NJ TRANSIT

14

OVERALL SATISFACTION

Base: November 2019 Customer Satisfaction Survey all respondents
June 2021 and November 2021 COVID Travel Survey all respondents

How Likely are you to Recommend NJ TRANSIT



COVID TRAVEL Survey #5 – Key Takeaways

• n

15

 Over 90 % of respondents said customers were wearing face coverings

Cleanliness onboard and in stations scores higher than pre-COVID 

Over 70% of NY market customers that have a set return-to-office date 

are expecting to return between Jan-March 2022

Despite shifts in riding patterns, 95% of respondents still cited the 

morning & evening schedules as important factors in deciding to use NJ 

TRANSIT 



COVID TRAVEL Survey #5 – Next Steps

• n

16

 Share results with senior management, operating groups, pandemic 

planning groups, Board Chair and Customer Service Committee, etc.

 Hybrid Customer Satisfaction/COVID Survey Spring 2022
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